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PHILIPPE JACQUES
DE LOUTHERBOURG'S
A MIDSUMMER'S AFTER
NOON
WITH A
METHODIST PREACHER
Swedenborg, Wesley,
and the
Gospel According to Luke
Murray L. Brown

hilippe Jacques de Loutherbourg, R. A. (1740—1812)
is not as well known as his celebrated contemporaries,
Sir Joshua Reynolds and Thomas Gainsborough; yet
both of these men, and especially the latter, gready admired Loutherbourg's workJ He was popularly known to enthusiasts of the English
stage by way of his association with David Garrick's Drury Lane

' Gloria Groom, "Art, Illustration, and Enterprise in Late Eighteenth-Century English Art: A
Painting by Philippe Jacques de Loutherbourg," Mustum Studies 18 (1992): 2: 125-32,184-87.
Austin Dobson,v4/ PriorPark (London: Oxford University Press, 1923), 116.
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Theater ^ (commencing soon after the artist's arrival from France in
1771), to students of literature by his brief association with Beckford
(Baugh, 44-45), and through his enigmatic contributions to the Macklin
Bible at the turn of the century.^ In addition to the numerous
innovations in staging and lighting he effected at Drury Lane, as well
as his brief foray into medical quackery, he was also popularly known
to his contemporaries as the inventor of the Eidophusikon, "a model
spectacle theater,"^ billed as "Various Imitations of Natural Phenom
ena, represented by Moving Pictures" (Dobson, 111). As innovative as
that entertainment was, however, it can in no way compete with
Loutherbourg's easel painting and his numerous contributions to the
Royal Academy.®
Among the many works of this prolific artist, this essay will
address but one, perhaps his best known and most frequendy repro
duced painting, A Midsummer's Afternoon with a Methodist Preacher ^ig.

' See Christopher Baugh,"Theater in Focus" in association with The Consortium for Drama and
Media in Higher Education, Garrick and Loutherbourg (Cambridge and Alexandria: ChadwyckHealey, 1990); Frank A. Hedgcock, Cosmopolitan jActor[:] David Garrick and his French Friends
(London: Stanely Paul & Co., 1912), 392 ff.; and, Mrs. Qement Parsons, Garrick and His Grck
(New York: G. P. Pumam's Sons; London: Methuen, 1906) 104 f£
' Morton D. Paley tTheApocah/pticSublime [NewHaven and London: Yale University Press, 1986],
51) offers the most complete treatment of Loutherbourg's contributions, curious and
"kabbalistic" as many of them are; this in marked contrast to earlier critics such as Ellis
Waterhouse who considers that Loutherbouig's "religious scenes for Macklin's Bible can be
passed over in silence" (Painting in Britain, 1530 to 1790,3rd ed. [Baltimore: Penguin, 1969], 223).
••l take these descriptive quotations foom the fullest treatment of Loutherbourg's Eidophusikon,
Lillian Elvira Preston's unpublished dissertation,'ThilippeJacques de Loutherbourg: Eighteenth
Century Romantic Artist," Univ. of Florida, Jan. 1957, 198. See also Sybil Rosenfeld, "The
Eidophusikon Illustrated," Theater Notebook 18 (1963): 52-54; John Gage, "Loutherbourg:
Mystagogue of the Sublime," History Today (May, 1963): 5: 332-39; William T. Whitley,
and their Friends in England, 1700-1799 (New York and London: Benjamin Blom, 1968), vol. 1,
350-51,353-ff, vol. 2,353-55;Joseph Burke, English Art, 1714—1800,Oxford History of Engjish
Art, T. S. R. Boase, ed., vol. 9 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1976), 382-87;Bau^, 44 ff; Waterhouse, 223;
and Dobson, 94-127.
' For a checklist of Loutherbourg's contributions see Algernon Graves,The RoyalAcaden^ of Arts
[:] A Complete Dictionary of Contributors and their work from its foundation in 1769 to 1904, vol. 1
(comprising vols.1 and 2 of the originaled.) (London: Henry Graves & Ca, Ltd and George Bell
& Sons, 1905; rpt., np: Kingsmead Reprints and Hilmarton Manor Press, 1989), vol. 1
(comprising vols.1 and 2 of the original ed.), 299-30Z
Many of the details of Loutherbourg's productive and complicated life lieoutside thescope
of this essay. The fullest account 1 have found is Genevieve Levallet-Haug's "Philippe-Jacques
Loutherbourg, 1740-1813," [sic] Archives Alsadennes d'Histoire deI'Art (1948;rpt Amsterdam:
Swets & Zeitlinger N.V., 1968).
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1).® I will suggest that this painting, exhibited at the Royal Academy in
1777,' is more than what it is generally understood to be: a burlesque
somewhat in the style of Rowlandson, or a "well-observed account of
manners, full of references to the English at leisure on a Sunday
afternoon."® Clearly, these comments do describe the painting; but if
it is also true, as one reviewer observes, that Loutherbourg "here... has
wielded Hogarth's brush," then perhaps we should expect more.' I will
posit an interpretation of the painting's subject and a context for
Loutherbourg's treatment of it based upon his interest in and defense
of Emanuel Swedenhorg in the face of John Wesley's attacks upon him.
It is possible that Loutherbourg painted A. Midsummer's Afternoon
in response not to Wesley but to Whitefield's frequent attacks on the
theater; and in this case the painting would have been part of what was
rather common satirical stock." Plays satirizing Whitefield began to
appear in the 1760s," but upon Whitefield's death in 1770, however,
plays taking archly anti-Methodist stances were fewer in number.'^ It
is unlikely that in 1777 Loutherbourg was participating in a quarrel that
essentially ended in 1770. The painting, however, is clearly a satire of
Methodism, and I will argue that it articulates, allusively and
intertextually, Loutherbourg's aversion to Methodism through the
' Graves (see n. 5) lists the painting as "A midsummer's afternoon with a Methodist preacher,"
noting that the title was "[a]ltered to 'Storm' in the Royal Academy catalogues" (1: 300). The
author of the 1928 Country Life article (see n. 9) calls the painting "A Methodist's Congregation."
R. Joppien in his catalogue for the 1973 exhibition (see n. 8) gives the title as "A midsummer
afternoon with a methodist preacher"; and more recendy (1993), Gloria Groom (see n. 1) refers
to paintingas "A Midsummer's Afternoon with a Metho^st Preacher." The work appears in TAf
Catalogue of the National Gallery of Canada as "A Midsummer's Afternoon with a Methodist
Preacher" (see n. 7).
' 'Trovenance; Col. W. P. Tipping, Brasted Place, Kent; his brother Henry Avray Tipping,
Harefield House, Middx. (sold, Southeby's, 10 Dec 1930, lot 83); with Colnaghi, London; with
Knoedler, London, from 1931; purchased 1932" (Myron Laskin, Jr. and Michael Pantazzi, eds..
Catalogue of the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa [:] European and American Painting, Sculpture, and
Decorative Arts [Ottawa: Nationd Gallery of Canada / National Museums of Canada, 1987], vol.
1, item 4057,173-74).
' Rudiger Joppien, Philippe Jacques de Loutherbourg, RA [,] 1740-1812, exh. cat. (London: Greater
London Council, 1973), #25.
'"Pictures at the Burlington Fine Arts Club," Country Life 63 (4 February 1928): 1620: 145.
"It is said that Garrick admired Whitefield's preaching See also Richard Green, Anti-Methodist
Publications Issued During the Eighteenth Century (London: Kelly, 1902; rpt.. New York: B. Franklin,
1973).
" Works such as: Samuel Foote's The Minor (1760); Israel Pottinger's The Methodist (1760); and
Isaac BickerstafPs The Hypocrite (1768).
"See T. B. Sheperd, Methodism and theLiterature of the Eighteenth Century (New York: Haskell House,
1966), 200.
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ironic use of The Gospel According to Luke. John Wesley's public and
private attacks upon Swedenborg and his writings clearly conflict with
Loutherbourg's own opinions, and I will argue that A Midsummer's
Afternoon may be understood not only as a defensive and highly critical
countermeasure, but also that the painting expresses its message in
terms that are suggestive of Swedenborg's epistemological hermeneutics, his theory of "correspondences."
In his opening chapter on Loutherbourg, Morton D. Paley stresses
that among "all the artists of the apocalyptic sublime, PJ. de Louther
bourg was the only thorough-going occultist" (Paley, 51). This
assessment certainly is not based upon Loutherbourg's work with
Garrick, nor wholly upon his illustrations for the Macklin Bible which
would seem to be the requisites of gnostic study; rather, Paley's
appraisal is at least partially founded upon the artist's short-lived
association (1786—1788) with the Freemason and infamous mounte
bank, Cagliostro.^^ After his break with Cagliostro, Loutherbourg begin
his unsuccessful attempts to work in London the same kind of
"marvellous cures that Cagliostro had taught" (Paley, 52).^'* This
occurred well after Loutherbourg
A Midsummer's Afternoon, and
I make this observation now only because it illustrates a point of
comparison with Swedenborg, who was a consummate natural
philosopher with research interests and publication in a wide variety of
subjects and areas: moral philosophy; poetry; mineralogy; anatomy and
physiology; and theology among them. In addition to his interests in
the properties of light and color (which find practical expression at
Drury Lane, in his Eidophusikon, and in easel painting), military

" Genevieve Levallet-Haug, 90. For a brief account of Loutherbourg's association with
Ca^ostro see 88 ff.
"See Mary Pratt's unauthorized account,yl listofafetv cures performed ty Mr. atidMrs. deLoutherboui^
o/Hammersmith Terrace,suithout medicine. By a lover ofthe Lamb of God (London,1789); microfilm: The
Eighteenth Century, reel 1351, no. 3 (t084825). He and his wife take up the practice of curing "all
manner of Diseases incident to the human Body, such as Blindness, Deafiiess, Lameness,
Cancers, Ruptures, Fistulas, Loss of Speech, Palsies in every stage" (Pratt, 3; Paley, 53). Paley,
following Mary Pratt's account, understands these purported cures at Hammersmith Terrace to
atise mostly from "sensible dietary orders and the laying on of hands" (53), whereas Horace
Walpole suggests that the extent of Loutherbourg's "sovereign panacea is barley-water" (Horace
Walpole's Correspondence, W S. Lewis and A. Dale Wallace, eds. [Yale University Press, 1965], vol.
34,50-510. This opinion apparently prevailed, and upon the failure of certain attempted cures,
the crowd (Walpole reports Quly 2, 1789] that the mob numbered some three thousand [34:
50-51]) engaged in ""tumultuous riotous Proceedings' which, according to Pratt, caused the de
Loutherbourgs," at least temporarily, "to retire to the country" (p 53).
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history, archaeology, necrology, ancient languages, and theology among
them, it is apparent that the artist aspired to more extraordinary and
esoteric subjects than one might expect. The catalogue for his estate
auction indicates not only an interest in Swedenborg's writings but also
deep reading in a sweeping range of subjects—^with alchemy, mysti
cism, the cabala, and the occult most prominent among them.'^
When his association with Drury Lane ended (c. 1781),'® and he had
put his Eidophusikon before the public eye, he resumed easel painting,
and was again free to pursue his studies. A Midsummer's Afternoon
appears at the moment when his activities at Drury Lane were on the
wane but before his Eidophusikon was completed, and most signifi
cantly, during period that Wesley's attacks were rebounding through
the Swedenborgian community.
It is difficult to learn precisely when Loutherbourg became
interested in Swedenborg's teachings, but it is likely, as Paley suggests
(51—52), that upon Loutherbourg's arrival in London, he sought out
Swedenborg and painted the philosopher's portrait at that time.'^ If
this portrait is painted from life, it was surely executed between 1 Nov.
1771 and just before Christmas of that same year, for in late December
Swedenborg suffered the stroke which led to his death on March 29
(52n6). That Loutherbourg painted this portrait at all tells of his
admiration, but his doing so in late 1771 would indicate a strong prior
attachment, for he must have sought out the philosopher immediately

" See; A Catalogue of all the Valuable Dramngs, Shtches, Sea Views, and Studies of that Celebrated Artist
Ja/nesHilip DeLoutherbourg KA. (London: Peter Coxe,June 1812); J.-F.Heimann Note Histori^ue,
statistique, etHterairesurLavilledeStrasbourg(^tr>sho\ag,1819), vol. 2,346-47;andBaugh (48) for
information concerning Loutherbourg's connections with the Rev. Richard Clarke and Richard
Brothers.
"Garrick retired from Drury Lane in1776 and Richard Sheridan began his tenure there that same
year. In 1781, perhaps as a consequence of his expensive politicking, Sheridan halved
Loutherbourg's salary ^tially placed by Garrick at the stunning sum of S£500 per annum) which
appears to have effectively marked the end of Loutherbourg's theatrical pursuits. 1781 is also the
year of Ixiutherbourg's election to the Royal Academy. See Genevieve Levallet-Haug 87 and
Baugji, 42.
" This painting is at the Swedenborg Society, Swedenborg House, Bloomsbury Way, London.
The following description appears in the Rev. James Hyde's (1906) bibliography of the works of
Emanuel Swedenborg (681, item 3404): "Painted in oil-colours by P.J. Loutherbourg, probably
from life, between 1770 and 1772. The portrait is quarter-length (25 x 20), representing
Swedenborg at about the age of 82 years. It bears a strong resemblance to the copy of Martins's
engraving in no. 1014. It is now in the collection of C. B. Bragg, Esq., having been bought in
London by his father, J. Bragg, Esq."
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upon arriving from France.'® Given the artist's haste in seeking out
Swedenborg, it is not surprising that, perhaps as early as 1778," but
certainly at some point between 1783 and 1784, Loutherbourg joins
with those few who gathered with Robert Hindmarsh in New Court,
Middle Temple, with the Theosophical Society "for the pirrpose of
promoting the Heavenly Doctrines of the New Jerusalem by translat
ing, printing, and publishing the Theological Writings of Emanuel
Swedenborg."^" Clearly, Loutherbourg's attachment to Swedenborg
continued well after the philosopher's death.
Loutherbourg's attendance at the Theosophical Society coincides
with the appearance of John Wesley's hostile Thoughts on the Writings of
Baron Swedenborg. Wesley had long expressed hostility toward all
mystical teachings, and though Swedenborg "one of the
most.. .entertaining madmen that ever set pen to paper." Further, "his
waking dreams are so wild, so far remote both from Scriptures and
common sense, that one might as easily swallow the stories of 'Tom
Thumb,' or 'Jack the Giant Killer'" (Rogal, 295-96). Thus, on 8
December 1771, Wesley noted that he had "read a little more of that
strange book, Baron Swedenborg's Theologia Coelestis. It surely coritains
many excellent things. Yet I cannot but think that the fever had set
twenty years ago, when he supposes he was'introduced into the society
of angels,' really introduced him into the society of lunatics; but still
there is something noble even in his ravings: 'His mind has not yet lost
/ All its original brightness, but appears / Majestic in ruin'" (Rogal,
297).

" Riidiger Joppien came to similar conclusions concerning while assembling materials for the
1973 exhibition; "I find it rather acceptable that de Loutherbourg knew Swedenborg from before,
perhaps from Paris, and painted him in veneration. I can't see why somebody else, a fiiend of
Swedenborg},] should have commissioned a painting fiom de L., since he was no portrait painter
at all. It must have been de L.'s personal wish to portrait Swedenborg. This seems to indicate
a certain familiarity with Swedenborg's ideas..." (R.Joppien to Dr. Griffith of the Swedenborg
Society, London, 7 July 1970). I wish to thank Carroll Odhner, Director of the Swedenborg
Library, Bryn Athyn, Pennsylvania, for kindly providingme withtheseand other related materials.
" In a ambiguous passage, Baugh perhaps indicates this earlier date (48).
^ William White, Emanuel Swedenborg: His Ufe and Writings (London: Simpkin, Marshall & Ca,
1868), 683. White apparently works from Robert Hindmarsh, The Rise and Progress of the New
Jerusalem Church (London: Hodson & Son, 1861). Robert Hindmarsh's father,James Hindmarsh,
was a Wesley Methodist until 1785 and had served Wesley "as an assistant on the Devon circuit
in 1775; in 1777, Wesley assigned him to London as assistant to the societies there." See Samuel
J. Rogal, "Swedenborg and the Wesleyans: Opposition or Outgrowth?" in Swedenborg and his
Influence, Erland J. Brock gen. ed. (Bryn Athyn:The Academy of the New Church, 1988), 301-02.
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Although Wesley did not publish John Paul Btockmer's account
of Swedenborg's supposed bout with insanity (1744) until 1781 when
it appeared in the Armenian Maga:^ne (it was repeated in 1783 in
Wesley's Thoughts on.. .Swedenborg, it is significant that Wesley recalled
the story with such facility in 1771 when the report was already some
twentv-four years old. Furthermore, when the account is challenged,
Wesley defends its accuracy—^and this before it was published in either
of the two sources above. He writes on 12 February 1779 that he has
"abundant proof that Baron Swedenborg's fever, which he had thirty
years before he died, much affected his understanding."^' There can be
litde doubt, I think, that Wesley did not fail to repeat the story with
considerable frequency in the interim.^
The points to be made are that Loutherbourg, as Swedenborg's
sympathizer, probably did not have to wait for offense until Wesley's
vituperative comments were published in 1781 and 1783. Given
Wesley's strong prejudices against Swedenborg, his longstanding dislike
for all matters mystical,and his connections with the Hindmarshes (see
n. 20), it is nearly impossible that the few Swedenborgians in London
during the 1770s wouldn't have been aware of Wesley's traducements.
Therefore, Wesley's opinions, conflicting with as they must have with
Loutherbourg's own, provide a point of contention and, therefore, the
impetus to paint A Midsummer's Afternoon in 1777. Given these
circumstances, on may reasonably assume that Loutherbourg's
motivation in "pTSating A Midsummer's Afternoon is not founded on any
sort of bemused disinterestedness, nor out of a desire to represent a
benign pastoral image of the English countryside or a mere conversa
tion piece. Rather, he aims to satirizean adversary.^

" The Works of John Wes/ff (Grand Rapids; Zondervan Publishing House, 1958), vol. 4, 62; rpt.
The Journal of The Reverend John Wesley, A.M. (London: the Wesleyan Conference, 1872).
"The fullest account that I found regarding this issue appears in R. L. Tafel, Documents Concerning
the Life and Character of Bmanuei Swedenborg (Swedenborg Society: London, 1877), vol. 2, pt. i
564-612. See also Issac Pittman, Wesl^ and Swedenborg (London: J. Spiers, 1895); E. R. Keyes,
Wesly andSwedenborgf:]aFratemalAppeal(ghiib.AecX^'tia:.]. B. Ijppincott, i872); Robert Hindmarsh,
A Vindication of the Character itr Writings of the Honorable Emanuel Swedenborg...Including a Refutation
of the False Reports Propagated the Late Reo. John Wesley (Manchester: H. & R, Smith, 1821); and,
Ormond Odhnet, 'John Wesley & Emanuel Swedenborg," Master's Thesis, Northwestern
University, 195(0?].
" The facial features of the preacher have been altered, and "[a] resemblance in the preacher's
features to those of Wesley is the result of modem repainting done when a poSchinelle (which for
some reason had been painted over the original preacher), was removed"(Countiy Life,145). This
passage is ambiguous in that it fails to note—^if it can be known—whether Wesley's features were
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Midsummer's Day (June 24) traditionally marks the day of John
the Baptist's birth, and this primary observance serves as an invitation
to further interpretation. In the first chapter of the Gospel According
to Luke:
There was in the days of Herod...a certain priest named
Zacharias...and his wife...and her name was Elisabeth. And
they were both righteous before God, walking in all the
commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless. And
they had no child, because Elisabeth was barren, and they
were both advanced in years.^^
The angel Gabriel appears to Zacharias, troubling and filling him with
fear, and it is at this point that Gabriel tells him that Elisabeth will bear
a son, that his name will be John, ^ that "he shall be filled with the
Holy Ghost, even from his mother's womb," and that John "shall go
before him in the spirit and power of Elijah...to make ready a people
prepared for the Lord." Zacharias, however, has his doubts about
Elisabeth, for she is "advanced in years" (201). This irritates Gabriel
who replies that Zacharias shall be deaf and dumb "till the day that
part of the original or if they are entirely the result of modem repainting. Laskin and Pantizzi
report, however, that in another "anonymous review of the Burlington exhibition it was made
quite clear that 'a resemblance in the preacher's features to those of Wesley is the result of
modem repainting"' (173). Laskin and Pantazzi add that "The relatively severe abrasion of that
figure and the fact that the only major repaint is in the highlights of its coat indeed suggest some
tampering Examination under infra-red light shows the ori^ally pronounced chin of the
preacher to have been reduced, which was quite possibly an attempt to refashion a caricature into
a face resembling that of Wesley" (173). All of this confusion makes it impossible to determine
if Loutherbourg intended his preacher to resembleJohn Wesley, some other preacher, or no one
in particular. It can be assumed, however, given Whitefield's death in 1770, that John Wesley was
at the moment this painting was executed most prominentamong the Methodists. Contemporary
viewers would certainly have sought to make the connection for this reason, and perhaps this
explains why the tampering occurred if not when.
" From the first chapter of Luke as it appears in John Wesley's 'Eyflanataty Notes i^on the New
Testament (London: Epworth Press, rpt. 1966), 200. I will rely on this work for all subsequent
passages from the Gospel According to Luke and will refer to them by page and not by verse.
" "]ohn signifies the 'grace and favor of Jehovah'; a name well suiting the person who was
afterwards so highly in favor with God, and endued with abundanceof grace...Zacharias's former
prayers for a child, and the prayer which he, as the representative of the people, was probably
offering at this very time for the appearing of the Messiah, were remarkably answered in the birth
of His forerunner" (Wesley's note, 201).
""Thou shalt he dumb—The Greek word signifies de:^, as well as dumtr, and it seems plain that he
was unable to hear as he was to speak; for his friends were obliged to make signs to him, that he
might understand them (verse 62 [p.205])" (Wesley's note, 202).
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these things are done, because thou believedest not my words" (202).
When Zacharias emerges from the temple, the people perceive that he
had seen a vision "for he beckoned to them, and remained speechless."
In the sixth month after the conception, Gabriel makes the Annuncia
tion to Mary in Galilee (201-02), additionally telling her that "thy
cousin Elisabeth.. .has also conceived a son in her old age...And Mary
arose in those days, and went...into the city ofJudah; And entered into
the house of Zacharias" (203-04). When Elisabeth hears Mary's
salutation "the babe leaped in her womb; and Elisabeth was filled with
the Holy Ghost," crying out, "Blessed art thou among women, and
blessed is the fruit of thy womb" (204). Mary remains with her cousin
"about three months, and returned to her own house" (205).
As familiar as this account may be, I repeat it here because its
details are relevant. I suggest that Loutherbourg's painting is reenactment of these and other events surrounding the Nativity—or rather,
what will be the Nativity. Turning to the painting, we see an aged
couple traverse from theleft foreground.Although upon Erst examina
tion the woman appears clearly possessed of a fulsome Rowlandsonlike rotundity, in this setting she is in an advanced pregnancy, and
Loutherbourg represents her with her arm crossed over her belly, as a
conventional gesmre and sign of her condition. Both she and her
husband, who, like Zacharias,is a priest, turn deaf ears to the beggar on
their right. This does not signify their lack of charity but Zacharias'
affliction (see n. 26) for failing to believe that his wife could or would
conceive. The couple does not move toward the crowd at the centerright of the painting, but fix their eyes upon and traverse toward the
right foreground where three people, "charmingly dressed and paint
ed," writes one modern reviewer, "listen attentively, if from a
distance."^^ It is significant, I think, that unlike the members of the
crowd (including the preacher himselQ these three are not rendered
satirically. The reason for this special treatment may well be that the
middle figure is not merely a fashionable person who prefers not to
mingle with the crowd, she is the Virgin, and Loutherbourg indicates
this by having her appear wearing the blue garments traditionally
associated with the Virgin. The attention of the male figure on her left,
who, according to this scheme, becomes Joseph, fixes his eyes not on
" "Pictures at the Burlington Fine Arts Club," CountiyUfebS (4 Feb. 1928): 1620:143-45. This
reviewer assumes, as I do, that Loutherbourg represents the elderly man as a churchman (145).
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the advancing couple, the preacher, or on the crowd, but on the
animals situated in the painting's center.
These animals are most significant indeed, and although Loutherbourg was famous for his naturalistic renditions of animals,^ the three
beasts we see here, a cow, a burro (an animal having numerous
associations with the Flight into Egypt and with Christ's Entrance into
Jerusalem), and her young, appear not in the offing or as mere
ornamental baggage but are centered in semicircular fashion in the
painting's middle-foreground. There they are further distinguished and
set off in a striking light that extends immediately upon the ground
before them.
The painting's most striking feature is its sky—^Loutherbourg
painted it with great light and even greater skill. He also uses his sky as
a way to point out several of the figures—for only a few of them stand
above the line of the horizon. The preacher, of course, who is elevated
on a covered platform, stands in relief against this sky as do several
members of the crowd to his right. We also see three men conversing
in the center middle-distance; but, unlike other members of the crowd,
but like the figures at foreground left and right, they are not gathered
before the platform, nor do they appear to be concerned or at all
involved with the preacher's animated pronouncements. It is significant
that what appears to be a signpost—but in any event, a foreshortened
cross, lies on the ground immediately between them and the three
animals. This crucifix directs these three men (who according to this
scheme are the Magi), as well as our gaze, to the Holy Family on the
right (Fig. 2). To accentuate this connection, Loutherbourg has quite
literally parted the crowd so that this line leads direcdy to them. Here
is formed a triangle with the Magi at its distant point, Zacharias and
Elisabeth as its left, and the Holy Family as its right point. In this
context, the semicircular grouping of animals so prominendy lighted
and appearing roughly in the center of both the painting and the
triangle delineated by the three groups of figures I've described is
essentially a creche waiting to happen.

" Diderot, who,among others, recommended Loutherbourg for election to the Academie Royale,
found Loutherbourg's animals very convincing and natural. Some of his remarks on the artist
appear in Baugh, 24.
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Figure 1: Philippe Jacques de Loutherbourg.
A Midsummer's Afternoon mth a Methodist Preacher {yilT).
Oil on Canvas. 38 x 49 3/4 in (96.5 x 126.4 cm).
National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. Museum Catalogue #4057.
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Figure 2: Detail, Philippe Jacques de Loutherbourg,
A Midsummer s Afternoon with a Methodist Preacher (1777).
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Returning to Swedenborg, it should be noted that this painting's
scheme enjoys affinities with his theories of language and representa
tion, with his weU-known doctrine of correspondence.^' In the Clavis
Hiero^fyphica (ms. 1741) Swedenborg first identifies the tripartite
exegetical principle that he maintains throughout his writings: the
natural, the spiritual, and the divine. For Swedenborg, this hierarchy of
understanding (one that appears to be derived from Clement of
Alexandria and numerous subsequent Neoplatonic commentators)
exists to protect humankind from the terrible and unabated force of
Providence and Divine Revelation—for the exercise of free will would
otherwise be impossible.
With this notion of concealment in mind, and, in defense of
Swedenborg, the artist imposes similar epistemic conditions upon the
painting, its participants, and its viewers:
The symbolism and theory of "correspondences" which
Swedenborg developed lay at the heart of the work of such
artists and poets as Blake and Shelley. It gave a prime role to
the hyper-aesthetic imagination of the artist/poet who
explores and "digests" the storehouse of images and signs in
the real world, and relates them in ways to create a new
world. (Baugh, 48)
This new creation, which is a seamless conjoining of the natural, the
spiritual, and the divine, arguably approaches what Loutherbourg
represents here. In Swedenborg's view the:
Natural world corresponds to the spiritual—not just the
natural world in general, but actually in details. So anything
in the natural world that occurs from the spiritual world is
called a correspondent. It is vital to understand that the

" Although Swedenborg composed the short tract Clavis Hiero^hica in 1741, the published
English translation, "A Hieroglyphic Key," apparently did not appear until 1784 (The Eniyclopedia
ofVUlosophy, Paul Edwards, ed. in chief [New York: Macmillan; London: Collier Macmillan, 1967,
rpt, 1972], vol. 8,49—50). This fact, however, should not lead one to conclude that Swedenborg's
followers were imaware of this doctrine prior to 1784—indeed, it was their stated object to make
such texts available.
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natural world emerges and endures from the spiritual world.^"

This correspondence, as I understand it, reflects or includes aspects of
higher levels or realms of divine spirit, so that there exists
an intercorrespondence of the heavens, the second or middle
heaven corresponding to the third or inmost, and the first or
outmost heaven corresponding to the second or middle.
This first heaven corresponds to physical forms in man,
called members, organs, and visera.
So, man's body is where heaven finally leaves off;it is what heaven
stands on like a base (Heaven and Hell, p.86, §100). There are people,
however, who fail to sense such correspondence, who have "under
mined and destroyed the pattern" (86, §101), and it is these people who
made divine incarnation necessary; that is, they are "why He covered
His Divine with a Human from beginning to end" (86, §101).
However, were those "people who ascribe everything to nature
[especially rationality]," and thereby fail to sense the constant operation
of divine correspondence, to
raise their minds a bit, they would see that things like this are
from the Divine, not from namre, that nature was created
simply to clothe the spiritual... .Angels compare people like
this to owls, who see in the dark but not in the light. (87,
§102).
My interpretation simply posits that as viewers of this painting we
are witnessing the expression of such correspondence—and lack
thereof—among those persons (and animals—^which are not excluded
from Swedenborg's scheme) represented in this painting. Each
individual playing a corresponding role and standing in relation to one
another is "at once an Inhabitant of Two Worlds. Outwardly he is a
subject of the Sun of Nature; inwardly he is a subject of the Sun of
Spirit. Outwardly he may be a Swede, a Dutchman, or an Englishman;
inwardly he is an Angel" (White, 149).
" Hiaven and Hell, trans. George F. Dole (West Chesteii Pennsylvania: Swedenboig Foundation,
1979), 81, §89.
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In these terms, those who are enthralled by the preacher's
discourse fail to witness or are otherwise insensible to the palpable
natural and spiritual correspondence that literally and figuratively
encompasses them. In the most straightforward and boldest terms,
Loutherbourg stresses that these Methodists fail to sense (or would fail
to sense) the pending Nativity even when its correspondent signs occur
before their very eyes.
On the one hand, it is not unusual for Loutherbourg to represent
Biblical personages and events within naturalistic or pastoral settings
which perhaps serves to conceal his Biblical exegesis. Joppien consid^
ers, for example, that HagarWatching herSon Drink after the Discovety of the
Spring (1771) "is curious in its representation of a religious subject as a
pastoral scene. Figures and animals eating or drinking are common in
Loutherbourg's pastorals, and at first sight this painting may be taken
for one of these." Furthermore, here Loutherbourg breaks with the
traditional rendering where "the angel appears to Hagar pointing out
the spring of water, while her son Ishmael lies exhausted on the
ground" (1973; §56).
On the other hand, the reasons why the fundamental characteris
tics of this painting's iconography have gone unnoticed are important
points that may speak directly to Loutherbourg's opinions of the
painting's contemporary viewers. Joppien points out, between the
years 1775 and 1780 Loutherbourg "developed a liking for jocular,
caricature subjects" even going so far as to publish in 1776 a print
entitled An Exhibition, "a satire on ignorant spectators viewing
paintings at the Royal Academy."^' This work was preceded by at least
two satiric prints. The Tric-Trac Placers and The Barber's Shop, as well as
a work in oil. An Amorous Encounter (1769).'^ In 1775 Loutherbourg
"produced his first engraved caricatures, entitled Caricatures of the
EnglisP'^^ and this series was followed by "his first two landscape oils
with caricatured figures; A Winter Morning (cat. no. 22) z-cA A Summer
Evening (1776; cat. no. 23). Given Loutherbourg's satires on English

Joppien s catalogue for the 1973 exhibition (above) has no page numbers; see the section
"Caricature and Humot" Joppien reports that this print was published by a "print dealer of
French origin, V. M. Picot."
"Joppien (1973), §20.
Joppien reports that this series was published by the print dealer G. M. Torre, "with whom
Loutherbourg and travelled from France" and may have been intended for the French market
("Caricature and Humor").
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spectatorship, one might conclude that only one year after A»
Exhibition, Loutherbourg wished here to extend his criticism beyond
the Methodist's supposed lack of spiritual apprehension and under
standing, leaving it up to the painting's viewers to witness or fail to
witness this Methodistical lack of apprehension. Failing to make these
observances essentially places the viewer among the unknowing. If this
is the case, and the interpretation that I offer accurately reflects the
artist's dual intention to embed within A Midsummer's Afternoon
statements highly critical of a dissenting religious movement (if not of
John Wesley himself),while simultaneously confounding its contempo
rary viewers, then this painting is far more ambitious than previously
thought.

